


The sources listed below are meant to provide the user of this screening assessment with a list of selected assessments, books, and websites related to the cognitive disabilities model and sources for these selected items. This listing is not meant to be a complete listing of all assessments, books and websites, nor is it meant to advertise or endorse any one source.

**Assessments**

*Available from S&S Worldwide, Colchester, CT, [http://www.ssww.com]*

- Manual for Allen Cognitive Level Screen-5 (ACLS-5) and Large Allen Cognitive Level Screen-5 (LACLS-5) by Allen, Austin, David, Earhart, McCraith, & Riska-Williams, 2007
- ACLS and LACLS leather-lacing tools by Claudia Allen
- Allen Diagnostic Module Instruction Manual, 2nd ed. (ADM) by Catherine Earhart, 2006
- Allen Diagnostic Module Activity Assessments by Catherine Earhart
- Sensory Stimulation Kits I and II by Tina Blue


- Routine Task Inventory – E (RTI-E) by Noomi Katz, 2006


- Cognitive Performance Test (CPT) by Theressa Burns, 1992
**Books** by Claudia Allen, Catherine Earhart, and Tina Blue

